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in 1886, that he need not vote with the liberals to give them a
majority. It sufficed that he should abstain.
Unfortunately it was not Asquith's bent to face issues promptly.
Driven to bay, he would act with vigour; but the habit, which
grows on most prime ministers, of postponing decisions and trust-
ing that time will untie the knots, obtained an altogether exces-
sive hold on him. A phrase which he several times uttered early
in 1911—Vait and see'—was afterwards not unfairly made his
nickname. Thus it was that down to 1914 he still had no clear
policy, but remained poised on equivocations, waiting for some-
thing to turn up. In his own mind he knew that he could never
'coerce Ulster'; and indeed he was probably one of the least
enthusiastic home rulers in his party. Yet officially he stood com-
mitted to a bill from which Ulster was not excluded. So he durst
not suppress the Carson movement, but had to treat it with a
weak tolerance which nobody, least of all Carson himself, could
ever mistake for magnanimity. His attitude behind the scenes
towards Redmond was even worse; it was one of complete un-
reliability.1 A bolder course could have run straighter, and
would have been at once more honourable and more helpful.
The Irish leader himself could not make the concession to Ulster,
for his people would not have let him. But if he could have
represented it to them as something which the government im-
posed on him against his will and without his acceptance, he
might then have directed their minds to their true task—that of
winning Ulster's eventual adhesion by consent.
The matter was discussed in the cabinet, where at least three
leading ministers—Churchill, Lloyd George, and Grey—saw
early that the Ulster protestants were the crux, and that they
could not be coerced. But it was decided otherwise, and when in
committeeon the bill (i ijune 1912) a back-bench liberal, T. C.R.
Agar-Robartes, moved an amendment to exclude the counties
of Antrim, Armagh, Down, and Londonderry, Birrell at once
intimated that the government could not accept it. Thus a great
opportunity was fatally missed; though even so the amendment
was defeated by only 61 votes, in contrast with the majority of
1 Redmond was a very systematic archivist; he not only kept every letter that he
received and a copy of every one that he wrote, but invariably made a written note
of interviews immediately after their occurrence. Thus the evidence regarding his
dealings with Asquith, as set out by his biographer, is singularly complete. It shows
Asquith, whose career elsewhere exhibited so many features of greatness, at his
weakest and worst.

